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Abstract 
 
Vehiculiu: Ad Hoc Network" (VANET,,) i" a type of ad hoc network that allows vehicles to communicate 
with each other in the absence of ji'J:ed infrastruct'ure. Inter-vehicle geographic ro'uting has been proven 
to perform well in high speed vehic'ular environments. In connected and reliable cehicular scenarios, 
greedy based geographical toutuu; protocol" could forward data packet" efficiently and q'uiekly toward" 
the de"tination. However, e'J:tremely dynamic cehicular euoironmcnts and 'uneven distrib'ution of 
vehicles could create 'unreliable wireless charmels between vehicles and disconnected cehicular 
partitions. On the one hand, in connected uehiculur networks, an intelligent multi-metric ro'uting protocol 
must be e'J:ploited in consideration of the 'unreliable nature of wireless channcls between vehicles and 
vehic'ular mobility characteristics. On the other hand, a mechanism must be 'utilized to create a tnrtuu! 
bridge between vehicles in disconnected cehicular scenurios. To thi" end, we fir"tly propose a novel 
Stability and Reliability aware Routinq (SRR) protocol that forward" packet" with a high degree of 
reliability and "tability toward" the destination. That is, the SRR protocol incorporate" fuzzy loou: with 
geographical ro'uting when making packet forwarding decisions. Ro'uting metric», sucl: as direction and 
distance, are considered as inp'uts of the fuzzy decision making system so that the best preferable 
neighbo'ur annuul a "mart vehiele i" "elected. We then 'utilize a mechanism to cache data packets once 
the network is disconnected and then switch back to SRR in a connected vehic'ular scenario. Traffic 
density is considered as an inp'ut when estimating network dis-connectivity. After devcloping an 
analytical modcl of our protocol, we implemented it and compared it with standard protocols. In a 
realistic highway uchicular scetuirio, the results "how that the propo"ed protocol perform" better than 
Greedy Perimeter Coordinator RO'uting (GPCR) with increases of 'up to 21.12 %, 2.9.,14 % and //..98 
%in packet dcliver;1J ratio in high lossy clumnel, sparse, and dense traffic conditions respectivcly. In 
terms of average packet dclay, SRR performs better with performance increases of 'up to 2,1..92 % in 
deus« traffic condition". But, GPCR perform" better in sparse traffic condition" by 'up to ,16.,10 %. 
Finally, SRR ha" Ie"" control overhead than the "tate of the art protocol". 
